AEDs at EA: You can save a life!

SUDDEN CARDIAC ARREST LOOKS LIKE:
- Sudden collapse
- Loss of pulse
- Loss of consciousness
- Lack of breathing

ABOUT AEDS:
AEDs are fully-automatic and easy to use. You do not need special training! Each AED has adult defibrillation pads attached. Pediatric pads are in a compartment on the back of the AED. Each AED also as a Redi-Pack that includes necessary supplies.

WHAT TO DO:
- Check for signs of responsiveness and shout for nearby help.
- Call 911 and use an AED as soon as possible.
- Begin CPR immediately and continue until emergency medical services arrive.
- If two people are available to help, one should begin CPR immediately while the other calls 911 and finds an AED.

EA CAMPUS SAFETY NUMBER: 610-656-5473
Remember, call 911 in an emergency first!

HILL SCIENCE CENTER/NEALL MIDDLE SCHOOL/TURNER UPPER SCHOOL
First floor Science Center hallway near Upper School, next to S106

LOWER SCHOOL
Campus Green Lobby across from the stairs

CRAWFORD CAMPUS CENTER
First floor of the Carrafiell Family Theater lobby, near the senior lounge

DIXON ATHLETIC CENTER
First floor hallway near the Le Vine Wrestling Room and Dougherty Field House staircase

CLASS OF 1944 CHAPEL
Mounted on the back wall to the left of the altar

STANLEY TENNIS PAVILION
Inside left entry door, outside of the restrooms

ATHLETIC TRAINERS
EA’s two athletic trainers are equipped with AEDs during the school year

WELCOME CENTER
Campus Safety (610-656-5473) keeps an AED at the front of campus.

AED LOCATIONS on the EA campus

1. HILL SCIENCE CENTER/NEALL MIDDLE SCHOOL/TURNER UPPER SCHOOL
First floor Science Center hallway near Upper School, next to S106

2. LOWER SCHOOL
Campus Green Lobby across from the stairs

3. CRAWFORD CAMPUS CENTER
First floor of the Carrafiell Family Theater lobby, near the senior lounge

4. DIXON ATHLETIC CENTER
First floor hallway near the Le Vine Wrestling Room and Dougherty Field House staircase

5. CLASS OF 1944 CHAPEL
Mounted on the back wall to the left of the altar

6. STANLEY TENNIS PAVILION
Inside left entry door, outside of the restrooms

7-8*. ATHLETIC TRAINERS
EA’s two athletic trainers are equipped with AEDs during the school year

9. WELCOME CENTER
Campus Safety (610-656-5473) keeps an AED at the front of campus.

*mobile